
When the FBI saw an opportunity for mia nee mischief-making it BASES around some of 

Novelts more extreme nonsense, an Mees to hurt to anyone and without concern for 

misleading and misinforming the Presidents the Attorney General or anyone else. It 

also disclosed 62=109060-6940 and 5545, which are attachcde 

If it disclosed the records based on which it provided this misinformation t have _ 

no rechllection of having seen them, ee, | 

Novel did not have to have a symbol. He was in regular touch with the FEI, : hich 
FB/ 

has provided no record Dive seen of angi Agee cence ~ reducing to accept a call 

from him or refusing to talk to hime Even when he was a thethives when. it sheltered him 

by not dislosing his whereabouts. For mere mortals this is a rane: the FBI charges and 

baped on suspicion of which it makes threats. 
a Oud OF5' 
i ' 1 came accross 62-109060-6864% by chance. while preparing this so I attach ¥# for 

   

a f acet of the larger Novel/FBI pictures 

I also qppeal the withholdings. 

 



o 5? 

Next there is refei‘ence to one Hal Verb, of whom I have written you in connection with 

my PA appeals and non-compliance by the San Francisco Field Office, which i knew had to 

_ have a file on Hal because of his SWP activities. I asked that such files be. searched for 

JFK and PA informatione I have had no responsee 

With the aA date on this record the oe paragraph seems to me to be inaccurate 

’ ane 5 seh Lf 
in reflecting that in connection with a Agremp-eencescel—sith the JFK assasednnthan ae 

    

     

  

Vy 
these PSI's attended a meeting of Verb's groupe Pheie are two reasonse The; “oup Sntlally 

Mark — 
was part of ieee s self=promotion called "Citizens' Committee of Inquiry." He had abandoned 

S, Fromeisey 
his support of it when in 1966, or three years earlier, it invited me to speak in “Si In 

   

  

addition, by this date Lane was not sponsoring any JFK groupe After the Shaw case. focisian 

he leoked for other cows ‘to ‘milke 

The obliterated third paragraph appears to refer to the 29 pagese So ae -all 

I appeal the denial of what is reasonably segregable in ite ” eee 

The last paragrypih begins, "A copy of these papers is forwarded for your informatione.." 

\ If these are papers distributed by Voc or the group ‘there is no protection for thems 

If they were stolen then absent something quite unusual there also is no exemption that 

ip, eprmormiate. 

Meanwhile, were these among the informants whose identities were disclosed in the 

su case or are they and these records withheld in the SWP case? 

And if the informations relates to the assassination should it be withheld? 

If it relates to members of the Verb group, is it not know? I have spotted references 

to some of them in other disclosed records and some was not otherwise secrete ° 

The worksheet for 1654 Bives its date as 2/1/77 and describes “Enclosure to Pefiman 

to Gallagher" memo of 53 pages, 33 withheld under an illegible claim and claim to b7¢ and D 

and referral of a single page to DOJ and 19 to CIA. "Senate documents" is added.e — 

$m Section 189 has an entirely inconsistent description in the single referral slip 

that replaces TP two pages only and those referred to the CIA. is DOJ references 

respon 
(Which reminds me of the failurg to my earlier appeals from all denials of all DOJ 

referrals, 
oe, Phere oe backlog and more time expired than if there were the largest
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backlog in government.) 

   There is further inconsistency in the Buty, which has a single referral slip of 

general nature, not identifying either the agency or the number of pages referred. ‘There 

is reference to a single agency onlyf [Lue 4" 4} | | 

What appears to be the present cover refers to a cabins set of files;"Exeised 

Encls. Drawer at end of Warren Comms ie m7, by some illegible writings bo / hare 

this file is not a Commission file. +t is the/assassination niles 109060 rather 

than 109090. ne Wat ie dio chard othe umd 

What follows frelates to the Senate Select (Church) Committee and in theary ony 

  

why on hZ    

to JFK assassination records, so there oscil be a separate claim for each withholding, 

FBI names are withheld on the second page, claim to 7C. Also 3rd Pages which eee 

the information as relating to the assassination. 

' Nextjis a WFO record of the day after the assassination with ‘withholdings th e need 

ani legitimacy of w! Haan F question. There is little with which ane Sto George has not er 

pipltc relating to Castro and anti-Castro plots. 

Tne noitfocont has withholdings for which no claim to exemption is notede Ie also. 

is of the day after the assassination. yf holds information Congressional investigations 

allege Was withheld from the Comnissione I believe all such information, as ene allegation 

Castro would have JFK killed, should be disclosed in 1 keeping with FBI and Department 

re repre tatnnd about the nature of the releases and in response to my requestse 

No claim to exemption is noted on the next record, a Deloach memo of the day of the 

‘assassination. 1t is about a call to him by the leader of an anti-Castro group offering 

aligged information on-Oswald. All such information was disclosed without any excisions 

priot to FOIA and should be now. In dddition, given the disinformation role played by the 

anti-Castro organizations, many of which were connected with the CIA, there should be no 

protection f or them and their misleading operations and allegations. They did iaunch 

persisting ny thologtese | feene J 

Host of the following pages relete to the Citizens Committee for a Free Cubaf well 

known :es CIA and CIA £ undede The withhelders get so carried aay with their withholding 

function they even withheld the registration required by law under the registration Act so      



The FBI appea¥S te have a new referral slip from which it has alduinatsa’ space 

for indicating the agency to which referral was madeo 

“n court the FEI and its cousel claim that if there is a referral the requestiax/ . 

_ plaintiff has no recourse from the court or the FBI, only from the agency to which 

referral was made. 

If the requester/pfaintiff decides there is no chyice but to follow the FRI/J. 4 

Catch 22 Exemption the switch to. this ‘kind of. referral slip makes it impossible because 

the FBI withholds the sdeiftitication | of ihe: agency to which it made the referal that. 

was not acted on - in this case for going to two yearse 

pi
al

 s
a
a
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people would know. Then, after not ssthotitag Pe, it is withheld on the 8/9/63 

recorde tere tndhanes of those prominent people it used in solicitations and advertising 

and public relations are withheld. : 

Serial 7755 is described as "Report of Interview," no date given, of 62 pages of 

which only 15 are disclosede Again, copyright clifame 

In Section 191 there is none of this Serial. Even the ignbshsetg ignore the Serial 

intirely. 14 is in them. 

However, thete is the Blicy. The —— is of the nut Thomson and his wite off 

10/8/74 but it is represented only by a coin, does not even indicate the source. 

"Federal Government" is stamped on it but no clain to exemption is made, therefore it 

must be disclosed. (I have no a but historically all this nutty stuff is importante 

dn is the agency that week at ew Ee waste that kind of time and effort.) What is not 

withheld is in the same typing, has no origin indicated ang is a transcript of what is 

galled an interview but is norepf a speech by Thorison on as radio, Phoenix, Ariz. 

In the course of checking for 7654 I came upon 7653 and ides entirely improper and 

seijupiariea withholdings in it. The garbage is from tne Yana of one Howard Donahue, As 

those processing the records much later had to know from the content 5,11 was being published 

in the Baltimore Sun and as Baltimore FO shewkickewe informea A HG it vaspubhshef 
this is 0 TM nee entirely baseless =~ in fact impossible ~ fabrication of a 

welf-important # gun nut wh@ is a crack shot with @ head to match. 1t is as terrible a 

flefamation of the Secret Service as is possible, that it killed the Presidente 

Now the FEI's files overflow with the allegation that "public source material" is 

provided. (Naturally, only public material.) But knowing ee about to appear and would 
and oinet 

be very weit hurtful to individual Secret Service personnel ‘the'FBI failed to offer from 

its files "public source material" that would have ended this monstrous business once and 
ama ofher records : 

far all — photographs (proving the impossibility of the Donohue concoctions 

I believe this is enough to question the legitimacy of every FBI claim for the pro= 

tection of the rights of its ow personnel if not of all otherse It cannot consistently 

make such claims when it knew of this wretched business in advance and made no offerse



a 

, 

I wouldslike to have every relevant Fad records, wherever i@ may bes in a. single ile x tee 

is assauht a 
for historical purpose relating the Secret Service. I say this because Ponaime was EAE 

a Baio S 

also involved in testing for a CBS TV special gwd bececste i o shor ree ee 
ere St mE ENG 

I regard this as an appeal, not a new request. The FBI fhas made arid naa S a ae 

    

  

knowingly partial and defamatory disclosure. 

This reminds me of records not provided by the same Baltimore Field Office = = x 

  

relating to my PA request, records I believe WFO and FBIHQ should haves | 2 

William Manchester hed a variant of Donohue's frightful mishmash in his osla 2” ; - 

regarded it as a gt rotten business, too, and I made some effort to counter it bia ca 

in the interest of history, of the Secret Service personnel who I am sure were dedicated ; : 

men and of their families. My comments, defense if you will, appeared in the Ba. tim on an 

  

Sun, I believe were picked up by a wire service and were broadcast in Washington,” 

  

seen the nature and extent of the FBI's records of my public statements, réal and ye 

mapas as altered by the FBI, I believe it has records relating to my comments: aioake’ one 

   Manchester" s s attack on the Sesret Serwice escort and has not provided them. I now als ) 

+e that. R CBS News broadcast me on Manchester, originating in Los Angeles,



These two records duplicate records I provided earlier, They are copies I ab for 

you and forgot i'd mace. The note I mite for myself when copying 62=109060-4192 is that 

at that point there were eight other similar meaningless records. I believe these were 

made to be meaningless so that a normal search of the files would not disclose what 

they relate to. I have had a search of the records provided to me made to seé if it is 

possible to determine which records were enclosed by the Lab and it is impossible. Yet 

the records must exist somewhere or the forwarded records are lost forever. Please note 

that as with Item 78 above the date here also is 9/1/66, which appears to be the time 

of a Lab unloading if not hiding. 

Some Lab records are relevant in some of my litigation. Before this date I had 

made FOIA reqhest for Leb recordse 

Serial 62~109060~6594 was changed to 62—112771—1 on March 10, 1969. The reason 

cannot be irrelevancy. This is not a usual practise. Duplicate filing is. I believe this 

record should be provided, g I have in the past asked for others also removed from the 

so-called assassination file, 
a 

Also duplicating earlier appeal relating to referrals is the attached several 

vorSheet pages relating to Serials 168,169 and 238 of the so-called "Commission" file, 

62\109090 and to the FBI's having both tape and film, not merely stenographic transcripts, 

an of ‘the Hoover ‘and Belmont testimony before the Commission. From what to now has been made 

1A hao econ atig he FY by woot aetiong om the Aap of the public 

public I recall no disclosure that this was even possible. However, I regard the 

demeanor evidence of the Director as he gave this testimony to be quite important as 

history and would like copiese 

There is another aspect of deliberate waste and escalation of FOIA costs in these 
(5©. 

worksheets (This is the referral to the CIA of the 29 pages of the already—printed 

CIA testimony. This is to say that more than a decade after it became part of the public 
29 pages it 

domain by Government publication the FBI referred/withheld aaammx a to the CIA. As a matter of 

fact the FOIA People even obliterated the formalities of es s introduction at the 

bottom of the last page of the Director's testimony. Ondoabmiat pwr Tien



  

Three gttached records relate to FBI contact with Oswald and Oswald's with the FBI 

prior to the assassination and to my earlier appeals relating to now safely retired and 

  

atypically vocal SA Jemes P, Hosty. These are a worksheet for 105-82555-4313 mise EBF >; 

page 5952 of the typescript of the Commission testimony of also retired SA John Pains 
and a pafe of an interview log from 62-109060—7514X2: Part 1 (ye retired SA then 

being questioned is Urial E, Horton, Jr.) 

I have placed an X in the margin of the worksheet, to whieh ~ also added cla identifi-. 
except BOR Te - 

cations With the exception ‘of the cover page all/the records listed preceed the natégalaad” 

tion, Se ad in particular, of 10-1863 is withheld in its entirety, as are others I also 

appeal, on claim to $f b7C and D. (I also appeal the bi and b2 claims and the denial By 

referral. ) 

As I have indicated sariien, there is reagon to have doubt about the Commission 

tegtimony by Hosty, particularly about when he received the Oswald file, There is testi- pe 

moijey to his having prepared this 10-18-63 memo, I believe, and there are references tg. 
beh 

it, in other records. The claims to exemption are, I believe, quite inappropriate, partie —    

cape ly if Hosty gave any testimony relating to its content. There is no apparent heed a ae 

withhola if he wrote about only what he testified to, before the Commission, in he 

subsequent FBI internal investigation of the later Congressional inquiries, of which uaeee 

"were several. Withholding is also inappropriate if there is content to which he did not’ 

testify or about which he was not asked in the sttornat investigations 

I do not appeal whe ea referring to alleged commaists, of 5/28/64. 
35) 

The testimony of Fain states that he made handwritten notes that have not been 

provided and I believe should be, as also should any remaining Hosty notes of Oswald 
Fam Seems bo 

» family and/or related interviews, memos, etc. The Aves stimony, establisheg the existence 

of the information I seek. (Host y bol fhe larmyes vom he destrvy od his Woes An vwth affer fhe Cpe, 

Nothing caysed more total silence within the FBI, where many knew of it, that Oswald's 

_ going to sec Hosty just before the assascination and leaving a note allegedly threatening 

in nature, which Hosty then destroyed abter many others knew of ite The withholding of 

any relevent information, as on the log, I believe is inappropriate.
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Serial 256 off the b2-109090 file, dated 9/29/64, is of interest from its content 

and from added and 1 believe important notations. I therefore provide en explenation in 

mor: cetail for tiis part of the appeal. 

The memo was written two days after the release date of the Reporte The cate the 

first copies reached tne F3I is the date the Report went to press, which is pretty fast 

service on a 9OO-payze volume. 

4s the hote I've added indicates this copy comes not from the main file but fron 

the bylkys, an EBF,. 

in its entirety the memo unc its 1econmendations were approved by the Director. 

Of these of most intercst tc me and a significant historical woven’ Ww nich I heave 

seen no prior reference isfne last typed material, that the Files anc Communications 

Division "thoroughly" indexed byth the Report and the iain oles. pique 
Z 

(i 
Ps . . = . 4 . 

Of course this is an invaluable record and I do request it, Notkas a new request, 
é 7 “A 

i: \ at It 
but I ask you to forward ‘bade as one if you disagrec, maees purt cf the promised dis- 

  

   

cicsures by the Haaser Department and the FBI. emed mY Aegertady uicluded thdiies 

| ae extra copics ci the Report vere obtained five were provided to this Division. 

Sixteen copies were made of the memo. AL] are accounted for in the distribution noted. 

a not until 1972 is &here any record of any shee hi? it“is noted. that four 
n : 1 

safe tee destroyed. the otheng thercforc should exist and I would like copies of theme 

Phi vets to what + have asked of the F3I often, a search outside Ventral g ecords for 

important records cent te the various Divisions. dam Fhe FBI's readtion to the Report 

id important, historically important. The purpose of the distribution of the memo and 

the printed copies: was to inform and to obtain inform&étion as well as to prepare for 

what requires other records to existe 

Aside from the leaking - and the FBI did leak coinciding with the release time of the 

Report, of which no records have been provided — the preparation of memos and other records 

was right and propery in some senses necessary. I would regard as necessary any explanation 

the #BI made to the Atto:ney General, for example, of (what [ regard a unfair criticism of 

the ful by the Commission.



4 nétation relatii: to the dextructions on the Virst page refers to a record not 

provided, from another adwinistrative file I believe ulbculd be searciied and I ask that 
te ered 

it be searched. is 66-3206-1119, 

file - > . ec - +nis notation, of more than cight years after creation of the originul record, notes 

that the original appears not to be in Central records but in another plice not all of 

which can be made out ou tis copy. Lf so this confirms my repeated ap,éal that Central 
oh 

° asere pei hes only are knowingly incouplete and cannot comply with my requests or 
‘ _gnuTh ru 

2t(eftidavits oi compliance in Tay law suitse 

    

Kr 

a hy KE ere is another partly legible notation indicatin;: an index as of 11 /64, on page ji. 

I believe it Wevid be helpful to have an earlier generation copy on which the nota- 

tions are legible. Tew op, car to be significant and importante This appears to be a 

renote generation copy of @ Gemeral Investigative Division copy. If so then the notations 
TNose 

q ee ee az - . ‘s added by themmazers to whom aa@eeetek copies were sent likewise are Luportant to have 

and understand, including as a guide to still withheld records. 

The second page appears to be of a different copy from its greater clarity. fi t also 

i rg ny be oe . 
has “jee different numbe:s stamped on ite 

{ 

Serial 6642 of 62109060, of 1/7/69, also requires some explanation b-cause it is 
tf 
ut 

ip: part a self-scrving record and in part because it is written in a manner that masks 

actualities and. provides a cover for the existing records not vzovided. 

In e context that dccs not linat it to his Division but includes the entire Bureau 

Branigan ctates the #yI "never investigeted Clay Shaw nor did his name cone up in the 

course of our investigation." 

. 

“e could get an argument from attorney General Clark, who,told the press what the 

FBI had told him (on leaving his coufirmation hearing 

were one and the same person. I was sought out about this by the press at the time it 

    
  
  

), that ClayShaw and Clay “ertrana 

happened and rewember it clearly. The Ful can, I am certain, provide you with a copy 

of the Washington. Post's front-page story end uf Other Artaewlo. 

Moreover, were this not true it is true that the FuI could not huve conducted any 

investigation to identizy Clay Bertrand without considerins the possibility it was -Shawe a a 8


